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BALANCE

GOOD NATURE

Over the years, my 
garden has informed 
my perspective on 
how to create lasting 
relationships and savor 
the beauty of the moment. For 
instance, I always plant lavender and 
marigold next to my kitchen herbs to 
deter chewing insects from damaging 
their delicate—and delicious—leaves. 
I rely on chamomile to attract pollina-
tors, increasing the abundance of any-
thing planted nearby. On a wider scale, 
I love to think about the way plants like 
calendula and alfalfa restore soil health 
by absorbing certain environmental 
impurities and increasing valuable 
nitrogen stores. 

These cyclical relationships exem-
plify what I like to bring to my own rela-
tionships, whether with family, friends, 
clients, or neighbors. After 
all, forming enriching con-
nections relies on some of 
the same principles of carv-
ing out a special place and 
a nurturing environment in 
which to spend time with 
those you love. 

Being the kind of person 
who can turn any gather-
ing into a special occasion 
is a real art, and I’m sure 
that, on a fundamental lev-
el, the world’s best hosts 
would agree that spin-

ning that magic starts with 
intention. For me, that means 

showing up when I’m grounded and 
present. As I’ve come to realize, I 
nourish others best when I feel deeply 
nourished myself. It’s a daily practice 
of weaving my awareness of others 
into my self-care routine, acknowl-
edging that what I do to take care of 
myself also has a flow-on effect, ben-
efiting the lives of those around me. 
Taking the time to prepare to meet 
others, without rushing, can be a key 
part of enjoying that togetherness. 

To that end, walking on Palm 
Beach’s Lake Trail and moving in 
nature is a great way to prepare for any 

event, as is working with an essen-
tial oil like sandalwood, which is so 
warming and grounding. Try press-

ing a drop onto the soles of 
your feet (where it is easily 
absorbed) or into pressure 
points around the face and 
head. You don’t need to be 
an expert in reflexology to 
reap the benefits; simply 
apply pressure to any point 
that feels good to activate an 
unseen network of support. 
Just like with plants, these 
practices will help nourish 
you at your roots and enable 
you to share your glowing 
abundance with others. «

THE GIVE-AND-TAKE 
OF RELATIONSHIPS 
STARTS FROM 
WITHIN

BY TAMMY FENDER 

Cyclical 
relationships 
and practices 
carry impor-
tance through-
out personal 
interactions 
as well as with 
those found 
in the natural 
world.
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